[Tippige siia]

MEDIA SAFTEY RULES
1.Presence throughout the course of the rally and in Rally HQ (including Media Centre) under the influence of alcohol or
narcotics is strictly prohibted!
2.Accredited journalists, photographers and video operators shall observe all the instructions from rally officials, police
officers and the official security crews of the rally at all times.
3. The accredited photographers, radio journalists and TV/video crews with the respective media tabards are entitled to be
present in the areas closed to general public, under their own responsibility, according to the signed Term of Responsibility.
Though, they shall observe all the instructions of rally officials, police officers and the official security crews of the rally at all
times. Restricted areas are also restricted for the accredited photographers, radio journalists and TV/video crews with the
respective media tabards.
4.Accredited media representatives without the media tabard shall not be allowed in the areas closed to general public.
Upon breach of this provision accreditation may be annulled!
5.Beware of moving vehicles! Your safety at the track or Service area depends only on you. Pay attention to the surrounding
activities!
6.Avoid being too close to the rally cars in the service area! Do not disturb work of the mechanics around the cars! Do not
disturb work of teams!
7.Avoid reclining against the rally cars as they may start sudden movement and some car parts may be fragile and/or hot.
8.Avoid standing nearby fire-fighting, steward or ambulance cars as the above may start sudden movement without prior
warning.
9.Accredited journalists, photographers and video operators are aware that motorsport can be dangerous and they will not
accuse organizers of any damage made to them or their equipment.
10.Choose the location on the track, which is as safe as possible. Be prepared to unusual situations or accidents on the track
at all times! If you are in the vicinity of the track, follow activities on the track at all times.
11.Avoid arriving late or very near the departure time of the first competitor to the zones you selected for photography or
other journalistic activities.
12.In case it is necessary to review the working material (photos, videos, etc.), avoid doing it in the vicinity of the track.
Choose safer place!
13.Avoid crossing of the track. If you need to cross the track, do it in a place with good visibility and make sure no rally car is
approaching.
14.Your signature upon receiving Media Accreditation shall confirm that you have got acquainted with the Media Safety
Rules and shall resolve full responsibility for your actions.
15.Breach of any of the Media Safety Rules may be reason for accreditation annulment and expulsion from the track .

